Characterization of surface modified Ti-6Al-7Nb alloy.
In the last years different types of surface modifications were developed with the aim of improving the osteointegration ability of titanium alloys. The chemical composition, crystallographic structure and morphology of a surface layer can be modified in order to obtain a better interaction between the implant, the cells and the organic fluids. The final goal is to obtain a more efficient bone growth also in critical clinical cases. In the present paper were reported several data about the characterization of the Ti-6Al-7Nb alloy treated by two innovative surface treatments. They consist of blasting, followed by a two step chemical etching and heat treatment performed in air or in vacuum. TEM, XRD and SEM investigations were performed in order to assess the structure and morphology of the modified surfaces. The surface chemical composition was investigated by XPS ad AES analyses. The ability to interact with physiological fluids was tested by immersion of the treated materials in an acellular simulated body fluid (SBF). Metal ion concentration analyses of the fluid and SEM observations of the samples were performed after different times of soaking. The mechanical characterization involved scratch and fatigue tests. The surface of treated samples shows chemical, structural and morphological modifications. The passivation pre-treatment has influence on the surface modification. The treated samples evidenced a quite low metal ion release and interact with SBF solution, showing a moderate bioactivity. A relevant decrease in fatigue strength was observed on modified samples.